
03a.  Church (combat)

The church shows signs of neglect as if abandoned for months 
or perhaps even longer! The main doors open slowly on rusty 
hinges. From within, you can hear the chanting of Father 
Danovich—a nonsense prayer that seems to to foul the very air 
that spills from the church.

Father Danovich stands at the altar but he is not alone in 
worship. A dozen or so villagers, little more than shadows in 
the dime light, sit in the pews in rapt attention.

In the isle between the pews, a large ritual circle is inscribed 
upon the floor. The circle pulses with faint light in time with 
the Danovich's chant.

Danovich is mad and  cannot be reasoned with. He rants in strange 
tongues, lapsing into common occasionally to drop a hint of his son's 
death or resurrection and of Strahd's diary.

Danovich might, possibly, be restrained. If he could be cured of his 
madness, he would aid the PCs in atonement.

The folks in the pews are zombie mooks. Dealthocks are in the 
offices in the front and will flank the PCS if combat begins in the 
main room.

Replacing the hole in the floor is a ritual circle (see the map in pg 
41). 

E7 (pg 40-41): Danovich, Zombies (mooks), Deathlocks

Players 3 4 5 6

Danovitch 1 1 1 1

Deathlocks 0 2 3 5

Zombie Mob 20 20 30 40

Circle of Death

A living creature that steps within the Circle of Death triggers 
an attack against all nearby living creatures who make a hard 
death save (16+). Characters infected with the necromantic 
plague automatically fail this save. Those who fail the death 
save also lose a recovery. Creatures that die as a result of this 
attack immediately turn into zombies.

As the ritual progresses, the range of the circle increases until 
it encompasses the town.

Destroying the ritual circle is not easy (DC 20). A failed check 
to destroy the circle triggers another attack from it.



Danovich, Fallen Priest

4th Level Leader Init +5

Mace +9 vs AC—14 damage and a nearby ally moves up to its speed or 
makes an attack.
Cause Fear +9 vs MD—Target gains the Fear condition (save ends).

HP 54 AC 20 PD 14 MD 18

Invocation of Vengeance: Danovich and his nearby allies deal damage equal 
to their level when they attack and miss.
Madness: When hit by an attack against his mental defense, consult the 
natural result of the attack die. If the result is even, Danovich is vulnerable to 
the attack. If the result is odd, Danovich has resistance 11+ to the attack.

Doru, the Blaspheme

5th Level Large Wrecker [Undead] Init +7

Blasphemous Bite +10 vs AC—36 damage and make a moderate save or 
lose 1 recovery.
Natural 16+: This attack targets PD instead and damages the armor if it hits 
(-1 AC until the armor is repaired or replaced).

HP 144 AC 21 PD 15 MD 19

Erratic Charge: The blaspheme cannot be intercepted.
Patient Zero: As the source of Strahd's necromantic infection, the blaspheme 
automatically infects targets that it hits.
Plague-Eater: At the start of the blaspheme's turn, each nearby infected PC 
makes a saving throw or loses 1 recovery.
Damage from a critical hit dealt to the blaspheme may be redirected to a 
nearby undead instead.
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